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The present, invention relates to wave trans. 
mission systems and more particularly to an irn 
proved method of and means for improving the 
security of a secret telecommunication system 
by destroying the cadence of the communication 
signal. 
The invention, by way of example, will be de 

scribed hereinafter as an improvement in a secret 
telecommunication system of the general type 
described in the copending U. S. application of 
Alda V. Bedford, Serial No. 536,630, filed May 
20, 1944, upon which Patent No. 2,401,405 was 
granted June 4, 1946. Said copending applica 
tion discloses a system wherein, for example, a 
speech signal comprising a complex wave S is 
modified by means o-f a coding signal comprising 
a complex wave K, in a manner whereby the in 
stantaneous ordinates of the resulting coded sig 
nais are the product SK of the corresponding in 
stantaneous ordinates of the speech signal and 
the coding signal. The resulting unintelligible 
coded signals are transmitted by any conven 
tional means to a receiver wherein the coded 
signals are combined with decoding signals gen 
erated in the receiver and having instantaneous 
ordinates corresponding to the reciprocal of the 
corresponding instantaneous ordinates of the 
coding signal component of the transmitted sig 
nal. The final signals, therefore, are derived 
from the product of the transmitted signal SK 
and the decoding signal l/K. The coding and 
decoding signal generators at the transmitter 
and reeciver, respectively, are synchronized by a 
unique system wherein synchronizing pulse sig 
nals, each comprising a first signal pulse imme 
diately followed by a second signal pulse of op 
posite polarity, are superimposed upon the coded 
signals SK at predetermined intervals. At the 
receiver, the reversal in polarity between the two 
synchronizing pulses is employed to synchronize 
the decoding wave generator. 

Since due to the inherent cadence of speech, 
the signals may be partially intelligible even 
though the received signals are improperly de 
coded, the instant invention increases the se 
curity of such secret telecommunication by de 
stroying the speech cadence before it is coded by 
the complex coding wave K at the transmitter. 
In order to destroy the speech cadence, an in 

terfering signal is combined with the speech sig 
nal, and the envelope of the combined signals is 
compressed to provide an output signal having 
uniform amplitude characteristics. 
In a, preferred embodiment of this invention, 

the interfering signal frequency components of 
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the speech signal are first removed, and then the 
interfering signal is combined with the speech 
signal. The combined signal is applied to a vari 
able gain amplifier which provides a compressed 
signal having constant amplitude characteristics. 
The compressed signal is coded by amplitude 
multiplication with' the code wave and trans 
mitted to a remote receiver. In the receiver the 
signal is decoded by means of a synchronized re 
ciprocal :code wave to provide the compressed 
transmitted signal. The interfering signal com 
ponent of the compressed received signal is se 
lected and utilized to control the gain of a varia 
ble gain amplifier which expands the compressed 
signal to its original envelope. The interfering 
signal frequency component is then rejected and 

, the resultant signal is applied to a reproducer. 
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In this embodiment of the invention both the 
communication signal and the interfering signal 
are compressed prior to coding and transmission. 
In a second embodiment of this invention th’e _ 

interfering signal is> combined with the speech 
signal in a manner whereby the speech signal 
amplitude remains unchanged and the inter 
fering signal amplitude is selected to provide a 
mixed signal having a uniform amplitude. The 
combined signals are coded by amplitude multi 
plication with the complex coding wave K andv 
transmitted to the remote receiver. At the re 
ceiver the» wave is decoded by a synchronized re 
ciprocal decoding wave l/K and the interfering 
signal frequency components are removed by a 
suitable filter. The resultant signal is applied to 
the reproducer. 

Since the apparatus required for both trans 
mission and reception in either of the embodi 
ments of the instant invention described hereto 
fore includes some substantially identical circuit 
components, the cadence suppression circuit for 
both transmitting and receiving said signals may 
utilize Vthe same circuit elements providing suit 
able switching means are included. The appli 
cation of the “transmit-receive” switching fea 
ture to the ñrst embodiment of this invention 
is illustrated hereinafter in the schematic cir 
cuit diagram of Figure 3. 

Since both the speech signal and cadence de 
stroying tone are coded by means of the coding 
wave K, it is necessary to decode the received 
signal before the cadence destroying tone may 
be separated from the speech signal S because 
of the spreading of the tone frequency and its 
harmonics throughout the spectrum of the coded 
signals. ` 

Among the objects of the instant invention are 
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to provide an improved method of and means for 
secret telecommunication. Another object of this 
invention is to provide an improved method of 
and means for destroying cadence in a secret 
telecommunication system. A further object of 
this invention is to provide an improved method 
of and means for destroying the cadence of a 
speech signal, and then combining the modified 
speech signal with a coding signal for transmis 
sion to a remote decoding receiver. An additional 
object of this invention is to provide an improved 
method of and means for destroying the cadence 
of a speech signal by generating a cadence 
destroying signal, and thence combining' 'the 
cadence destroying signal with the speech signal 
to provide a signal of uniform amplitude. An 
other object of this invention is to provide an 
improved method of and means for transmitting 
coded communication signals wherein the 
cadence of the communication signal is de 
stroyed. A further object of this invention is to 
provide an improved method of and means for 
receiving, decoding, and restoring the cadence of 
a secret telecommunication signal wherein the 
cadence is removed prior to transmission, Ari 
additional object of this invention is to provide 
a signal cadence suppression circuit for com 
munication signals wherein a spurious signal 
having periodic and amplitude characteristics of 
a frequency within the band of said communica 
tion signals is combined with said signals to de 
stroy the syllabic characteristics thereof. 
The instant invention will be described in 

greater detail by reference to the accompanying 
drawings of which Figure 1 is a block schematic 
circuit diagram of a first embodiment of a secret 
telecommunication transmitter employing the in 
vention, Figure 2 is a block schematic circuit 
diagram of a receiver for use with said first em 
bo'diment of the invention, Figure 3 is a sche 
matic circuit diagram of a combined coding 
signal transmitter and receiver illustrating the 
novel features of said first embodiment of the in 
vention, Figure 4 is a block schematic circuit 
diagram of a transmitter employing a second 
embodiment of the invention, Figure 5 is a block 
schematic diagram of a receiver employing said 
second embodiment of the invention, Figure 6 is 
a family of graphs illustrating the characteristics 
of the cadence suppression signal utilized in said 
first embodiment of the invention, and Figure 7 is 
a graph illustrating the characteristics of the 
cadence suppression signal utilized in said second 
embodiment of the invention. Similar reference 
characters are applied to similar elements 
throughout the drawings. 

Signal compression-#Method I 
Referring to Figure 1, a complete secret tele 

communication system employing the features of 
the preferred embodiment of the instant inven 
tion may comprise a signal source, such as, for 
example, a microphone I (which may include a 
conventional input amplifier), connected to the 
input circuit of a low-pass ñlter network 3 having 
an upper frequency transmission limit deter 
mined-by the frequency characteristics of the de 
sired input signal and by the transmission char 
acteristics of the communication circuit. The 
speech signal Su is applied to the input circuit of 
an expander network 5. The input circuit of the 
expander network 5 includes a 1000 cycle rejector 
network 'I, the output of which is connected to a 
signal mixer circuit 9 in a manner whereby the 
1000 cycle interfering signal and the speech sig 
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4 
nal So (with its 1000 cycle component removed) 
are additively combined. The combined signals 
derived from the mixer 9 are applied to the input 
circuit of a variable gain amplifier i3. The com 

v bined signals also are applied to a detector and 
syllabic-frequency smoothing filter I5 to provide 
a negative bias voltage having a magnitude 
directly proportional to the amplitude thereof. 
The variable negative bias voltage derived from 
the detector and filter I5 is applied to the variable 
gain amplifier I3 to control the gain thereof in a 
manner whereby the amplifier output signal en 
velope is of uniform amplitude. The uniform 
amplitude output signal S derived from the 
Variable gain amplifier i3 is applied to one input 
circuit of a' signal amplitude multiplier I‘I of the 
type described in applicant’s copending applica 
tion identified heretofore. 
A source of coding signals I9 applies the 

coding wave K to a second input circuit of the 
signal multiplier I‘I to provide a coded signal SK 
in which the instantaneous signal amplitudes are 
the product of the corresponding instantaneous 
amplitudes of the compressed speech signal S and 
the coding wave K with respect to the alternating 
current axes of said multiplier signals. The 
coded signal SK is applied to a radio transmitter 
2I of conventional type which is connected to an 
antenna 23 or to any other communication chan 
nel. A sychronizing pulse generator 25 actuates 
the coding wave generator I9 and supplies syn 
chronizing pulses which are combined in the radio 
transmitter 2l with the coded signal SK. 

Signal expansion-_Method I 
Referring to Figure 2, the coded and synchro 

nizing pulse signals derived from the transmitter 
are received on a receiving antenna 21 which is 
connected to the input circuit of a conventional 
radio receiver 29. The synchronizing signal 
pulses of the received signals are segregated and 
applied to a receiver synchronizing circuit 3I 
which controls the operation of a receiver coding 
Wave generator 33 of substantially the same type 
as the transmitting generator I9. The receiver 
coding wave generator 33 is connected to a recip 
rocal circuit 35 which provides a decoding signal 
l/K. The received coded signal SK and the re 
ciprocal decoding signals l/K are applied to a 
receiver signal multiplier circuit 3l to provide a 
decoded signal S’. The method of and means for 
coding and decoding as well as synchronizing said 
coding and decoding of the compressed communi 
cation signal are described in detail in applicant’s 
copending application identified heretofore. 
The decoded compressed communication signal 

S’ is applied to a receiver signal expander 5’ 
which includes several circuit components which 
are identical with those employed in the trans 
mitter signal compressor network 5 and which 
are identified by prime reference characters. The 
compressed signals S’ are applied to the input of 
a variable gain amplifier I3', and also are applied 
to the input of a 1000 cycle selector network 39. 
The 1000 cycle interfering signals selected from 
the compressed signal S’ are applied to a detector 
and filter I5’ which provides a bias voltage for the 
variable gain amplifier I3’ for expanding the com 
pressed signal S’ to its original variable amplitude 
which it had before the signal compression oper 
ation in the transmitter signal compressor 5. The 
expanded received signal S’ is passed through a 
1000 cycle rejector 'I' and a low-pass filter 3' to 
provide the original communication signal S’o 
which is applied to a signal reproducer 4I. The 
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signalapplied tothe signal _reproducerêl is identi 
ned as S’p instead lof the original signal _Sn since 
some frequency ̀ distortion is inherent in the com 
munication channel and in the volume compres 
>sion and expansion circuits. 

It should _be understood that the particular 
method of and means for coding and decoding 
the communication signal and synchronizing said 
coding and decoding operations may be accom 
plished in any other manner known _in the secret 
telecommunication art. Howe-ver, the system de 
_scribed herein by reference to applicant’s copend 
ing application provides extremely high security 
because when coded by amplitude multiplication 
each original frequency is spread as side bands 
over a wide spectrum. l'i‘he side bands from the 
speech frequencies thus are diffused with those 
from the interfering tone so that the tone cannot 
be isolated by a filter and used for operating the 
expander until after being decoded by the recip 
rocal wave l/K. 

Combined signal compressor-expander 
circuit-Method I 

_Figure 3 illustrates schematically the circuit 5 
which may be employed, by means of four single 
pole double-throw switches 5l, 53, 55 and 5l for 
either compressing or expanding the mixed com 
munication signals and interfering signals as de 
scribed heretofore in the transmitter and receiver 
systems of Figures 1 and 2. 

Signal compression 

When the circuit 5 is employed for compressing 
the communication _and interfering signals as in 
the system of Figure 1, signals are applied to input 
terminals 5S which are connected with the series 
tuned 1000 cycle rejector network l. All of the 
“transmit-receive” switches 5! , 53, 55 and 57 have 
their movable switch elements connected to the 
fixed switch terminals T. Thus signals from the 
1000 cyclefoscillator Il are applied through the 
switch 53, and signals from the input terminals 
59 are applied through the switch 5l to the signal 
mixer 9. Signals derived from the mixer Si are 
coupled through a transformer Gi'to the control 
grids of a pair of variable gain pentode tubes 63 
and 85V. The cathodes and suppressor electrodes 
of the tubes 63 and 65 are grounded. The anode 
voltage source, not shown, is connected to the 
tube screen electrodes through a common resistor 
60 having a value of the order of l megoh-m which 
serves to lower the screen voltage when the con» 
trol grid bias is lowered, thus preventing over 
control by the bias voltage. The anode voltage 
source also is connected through a centerftapped 
output transformer B1 to the anodes of the tubes 
63 and 65,. Output signals derived from the out 
put transformer 6l are applied through the switch 
51 to output terminals 59 for deriving the com 
pressed signal S which is applied to the trans 
mitter multiplier network Il. 
The mixed signals derived from the mixer 9 

also are applied through the switch 55 to the sig 
nal detector 'H which generates a control bias sig 
nal which is applied through the ñlter 13 to a cen 
ter tap on the secondary winding 'l5 of the input 
transformer 6I whereby a control bias is applied 
to the control electrodes of both of the variable 
gain amplifier tubes 63 and 65. The control bias 
signal thus varies in magnitude in accordance 
with the mixed signal amplitude and provides the 
desired volume compression for deriving an out 
put signal having uniform amplitude character 
isti‘cs. A “magic eye” tube level indicator 1l, 
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6 
having its grid connected to the outpU-rbof the fbias 
voltage filter 13 provides a visual indication of 
the mixed signal level which may be employed for 
adjusting said level to prevent overloading and 
distortion of the compressedsignals. 

>Signal eœpansion 
When the circuit 5 is .employed as a volume ex 

pander in the receiver system of Figure 2, all of 
the switches 5l, 53, ¿55, and 5l' have their move 
able _contacts connected to the fixed >switch con 
tacts R. Input signals ̀ derived from the receiver 
multiplier network 31 are applied to the input 
terminals 8l which are thus coupled through the 
mixer network 9 and input transformer ̀(il to the 
control `electrodes .of the variable gain amplifiers 
53 and 05. The 1000 cycle oscillator Il is dis 
connected from the system by means of the 
grounded switch contact R of the switch 5,3. The 
1000 cycle component selected by the ̀ filter '39’ 
from the signal S’ applied to terminal Bl is ap 
plied to the control electrode of a triode amplifier 
tube 83. The anode of the triode amplifier tube 
83 is Vconnected through the switch 55 to couple 
the 1000 cycle signal to the signal detector lll. 
The bias voltage generated by the signal detector 
tube 'H is applied through the bias voltage filter 
'I3 and the secondary winding 'l5 of the trans 
former 0I to control the gain of the variable gain 
ampliñer tubes 03 and 65 in a manner whereby 
the output signals derived from the output trans 
former are restored substantially to the original 
signal envelope prior to its volume compression at 
the transmitter. Signals from the output trans 
former 61 are applied through the switch 51 to 
output terminals 85 which are shunted by the 
1000 cycle series-tuned rejector network 1’. Out 
put terminals 85 apply the expanded communica 
tion signal S’o to the reproducer circuit. The 
“magic eye” indicator tube 'H is permanently con 
nected to the signal detector bias voltage circuit 
to provide an indication of the level of the re 
ceived compressed signals for facilitating suitable 
signal amplitude regulation for minimizing signal 
distortion. 
The signal compression and expansion circuits 

5 and 5’ described heretofore by reference to Fig 
ures 1, 2, and 3 are somewhat similar to the well 
known automatic-volume-control circuits em 
ployed in radio receivers and amplifiers. How 
ever, the customary automatic-volume-control 
circuits are of the regenerative type in which the 
control bias voltage is derived from a later por 
tion of the circuit than the point at which the 
control potential is applied. In such prior art 
circuits it is essential that there be a threshhold 
value of output voltage below which no further 
c_ontrol voltage is generated. Such known con 
trol systems could be employed herein but the 
system described heretofore provides more satis 
factory control in that the control voltage is a 
function of the actual signal voltage in the circuit 
prior to, or at, the point at which the control 
voltage is applied. 
The time constant of the smoothing ñlter net 

work 13 in the control circuit is critical in that 
too much smoothing permits abrupt changes in 
the speech level to be amplified before the gain 
control is operative. Also, if the smoothing is 
inadequate, the audio-frequency components in 
the control signal result in wave-shape distortion 
of the output speech wave, although the use of 
push-pull variable gain amplifier tubes substan 
tially reduces this effect. It has been found that, 
for the speech signal frequencies involved, a filter 
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circuit time constant of the order of .005 second 
is satisfactory. ’ 

Signal transmitter-Method II 
A second method of minimizing the effects of 

speech cadence consists of adding to the Speech 
wave a variable amplitude 1000 cycle tone having 
signal levels such as t0 provide a combined wave 
having a constant loudness. It may be stated that 
the low amplitude intervals between words and 
syllables are merely “filled in” with other signals 
comprising the interfering tone. At the receiv 
ing station it is essential only to ñlter out the 
interfering tone from the combined signals by 
means of any frequency selective device. How 
ever this filtering must be done after the received 
wave is decoded. 
Referring to Figure 4, the source of speech l is 

amplified by a speech amplifier 2 and applied to 
the mixer network 9. The 1000 cycle interfering 
signal oscillator Il is connected to one input cir 
cuit of a balanced modulator 9|, the output cir 
cuit of which is connected to the signal mixer 
network 9. The output of the signal mixer net 
work 9 is -applied to the control electrode of a tri 
ode amplifier tube 93. The anode and cathode 
circuits of the triode amplifier 93 are connected 
to the cathodes of a double-diode rectifier tube 
95. The anodes of the double-diode rectifier 95 
are connected together, and are connected to the 
input of the smoothing filter 13. Thus full-wave 
detection of the combined signals is obtained, 
although half-wave detection would operate quite 
satisfactorily. 
The control voltage derived from the smooth 

ing filter 13 is effectively controlled b-y a thresh 
hold voltage furnished by a battery 91, and is ap 
plied as a control signal to a second input cir 
cuit of the balanced modulator 9|. Thus the 
negative control signal derived from the smooth 
ing filter biases the balanced modulator in a 
manner whereby it supplies the 1000 cycle inter 
fering tone only until the amplifier peak output 
voltage is equal to (or slightly greater than) the 
threshhold voltage provided by the .reference 
battery 91. When the amplifier voltage exceeds 
the threshhold voltage level the balanced modu 
lator ceases to supply the interfering tone to the 
mixer network 9. 
Thus the system is somewhat analogous to 

conventional regenerative automatic volume con 
trol circuits. It differs in that the output signal 
is the sum of two signals (the speech signals and 
the interfering signal), wherein the speech sig 
nal varies independently, and the control circuit 
regulates the amplitude of the interfering signal 
to compensate for variations in the speech sig 
nal. 
Output signals S derived from the anode cir 

cuit of the trio-de amplifier tube 93 are applied to 
one input circuit of the transmitter wave multi 
plier ll wherein they are combined by ampli 
tude multiplication with the coding wave K which 
is derived from the code wave generator I9. The 
coded combined signals and the synchronizing 
pulses are transmitted as described heretofore by 
reference to the circuit of Figure 1. ^ 

Signal receiver-Method II 

Referring to Figure 5, the received coded com 
bined signals are applied to one input circuit of 
the receiver wave multiplier circuit 31 wherein 
they are combined with the decoding reciprocal 
signals l/K derived from the reciprocal circuit 
35. The received synchronizing pulses control 
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the operation of the receiver coding wave gen 
erator 33 which actuates the reciprocal circuit 
35. Thus decoded signals including the inter 
fering signal component (S’-|-1000 cycles) de 
rived from the wave multiplier 3l are applied to 
the input of a 1000 cycle rejector network 7' 
wherein the interfering tone is removed. The re 
sultant decoded and restored signals S’ are ap 
plied to the reproducer 4 I . 
The method of combining and compressing the 

speech and interfering signals in the preferred 
embodiment of the invention described hereto 
fore by reference to Figures l, 2, and 3 is illus 
trated graphically in Figure 6. Graph a illus 
trates the envelope of a single word comprising a 
portion of the speech signal So. Graph b illus 
trates the output signal derived from the mixer 
network 9 comprising the speech signal Su to 
which the interference tone having an amplitude 
of approximately 10 percent that of the maxi 
mum speech signal amplitude, is added. Graph 
c illustrates the combined speech and interfer 
ing tone signals after volume compression, as de 
rived from the output circuit of the variable gain 
ampliñer I3. Graph d illustrates the level of the 
interfering tone component of the compressed 
mixed signals prior to the coding thereof by 
means of the coding signal K. It should be noted 
that the signal compression provided by the var 
iable gain amplifier i3 changes the levels of the 
speech and interfering tone signals prior to the 
coding thereof. 
Figure 7 shows graphically the envelope of the 

combined signals provided by the transmitter of 
the second embodiment of the invention. This 
graph illustrates the operation of the circuit of 
Figure 4 wherein the speech signal has added 
thereto an interfering signal having an ampli 
tude suiiicient to provide a mixed signal of con 
stant amplitude. While the magnitude of the in 
terfering signal varies as a function of the mag 
nitude of the speech signal, the speech signal 
amplitudes remain unchanged. 
In either of the embodiments of the invention 

described heretofore, the coding of the combined 
or compressed signals by means of signal ampli 
tude multiplication with the coding wave K 
makes it extremely difficult to expand or segre 
gate the mixed signals until the transmitted sig 
nal is properly decoded. When the transmitted 
signal is received and combined with a decoding 
wave which diii'ers substantially from the trans 
mitted coding wave. the interfering tone is spread 
irregularly over the speech signal spectrum so 
that a simple filter cannot isolate it for operating 
the expander circuit to restore cadence. Also a 
simple filter will not remove the interfering tone 
from the reproducing circuit. The result would 
be an unintelligible combination of coded speech 
and noise. It has been found that in order to 
obtain intelligibility of the decoded signal, the 
transmitted code wave and the receiver decod 
ing wave must have a higher degree of similarity 
than is necessary in circuits in which signal com 
pression and expansion is not employed. Thus 
the systems described herein greatly increase the 
transmission security. 

rSince coding and decoding of the transmitted 
signal and frequency limitations of the transmis 
sion channel introduce high frequency noise 
components in the decoded signal, the low-pass 
output filter network 3’ of the circuit of Figure 
2 is employed to remove such high frequency dis 
tortion components from the reproducer circuit. 
A noise reducing filter of this type also might be 
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amate@ 

included-between the 1ï0001cycle >rejector network 
Y"I' and-the Yreproducer 45| vof `thecircuit ofïFig 
»ure 5. 
Thus the invention disclosed 'comprises two 

embodiments of a signal cadence suppression'sys 
tem A'forimproving-the transmission security of 

An interfering 
`tone isv combined with communication signals in 
-a manner which provides complex- S’purious signal 
components due to the coding of the combined 
signals. 

Il claim as my invention: 
1. 'In a secret telecommunication system, the 

Ametlriod of utilizing an interfering signal totin 
crease -t'ne transmission security of a communi 
cation signal comprising the steps of combining 
said communication signal and said interfering 
>signal to provide a distorted signal -having an 
envelope of uniform amplitude, coding said dis 
torted signal, transmitting said coded signal, »re 
ceiving and decoding said transmitted signalto 
derive said'distorted signal, segregating said in 
terfering signal »component from said received 
decoded distorted signal, and-deriving said com 
munication signal. 

'2. `In Va vsecret 'telecommunication »system vtlie 
method Vor" utilizing an interfering ¿signal to‘in 
crease'the ’transmission security of a communi 
cation `signal comprising the steps of mixing 
said communication signal and said interfering 
signal, deriving from saidmiXed Signals a diS 
torted signal liaving an ev'elop‘e of uniform am 
plitude, coding said distorted signal, transmit 
ting gsai'd coded distorted signal, receiving and 
decoding said transmitted signal to derive said 
distorted signal, >removing said interfering sig 
nal component of said received decoded distort 
ed signal to derive a communication signal hav 
ing a distorted envelope, and restoring the orig 
inal envelope of said received »distorted 4com 
munication signal. 

3.".In a secret telecommunication system, the 
method of utilizing an interfering signal to in 
crease the transmission security of a communi 
cation signal comprising the steps of mixing said 
communication signal said interfering signal, 
compressing saidmixed signals to provide a dis 
torted'signal having'an envelope of uniformem 
plitude, coding said distorted signal, transmit 
ting lsaid coded signal, receiving and decoding 
said transmitting signal to derive -said‘distort 
ed signal, expanding said distorted signal to de 
rive mixed signal, and removing saidinter 
tering signal 4from said mixed signal ̀ to derive 
said communication signal. 

‘4. In a Vsecret telecommunication system, the 
method ̀ of utilizing an interfering signal to in 
crease the transmission security of a communi 
cation signal comprising the steps of combining 
said communication signal and said interfering 
signal to provide a distorted signal having an 
envelope of uniform amplitude, said communi 
cation signal component of said distorted signal 
remaining substantially unchanged, coding said 
distorted signal, transmitting said coded signal, 
receiving and decoding said transmitted signal 
to derive said distorted signal, and segregating 

interfering component from said received 
decoded distorted signal to derive said commu 
nication signal. 

5. in a secret telecommunication transmission 
syste.- , the method of utilizing an interfering 
signal to increase tlie transmission security of a 
communication signal comprising the steps of 
combining said communication signal` and said, 
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, interfering signal Vto “provide a Y ndistorted :signal 
'ha-ving an Jenvelope A»of uni-form amplitude, cod 
ing'said distorted signal, and »transmitting said 
coded signal. 
»6."In »a‘secret telecommunication transmitter 

fsy'stem,~the method of utilizing an interfering 
signal to increasezthetransmission-security lof-'a 
`communication sig-nal comprising the steps-of 
mixing said communication signal ̀ and saidii-n 
terfering signal, expanding said mixed signals 
-tovprovide a distorted >signal hav-ing an envelope 
`Ofunif‘orm amplitude, 'coding said distorted lsig 
nal,y and Vtransmitting.said coded signal. 

'7. >In Aa secrettelecommunication transmitter 
system, the 'method :of utilizing .an .interfering 
signal tdincrease itlieltransm'ission security of a 
communication Vsignal comprising vîtlie .steps vof 
¿combining '.said 'communication .signal 'and said 
interfering vsignalto ̀ 'provide ’a `distorted .signal 
having an'envelope cof uniform Vamplitude,Jsaid 
~communi-cation ̀ signal component ‘of ’said >dis 
torted signal remaining substantiallyunc'hanged, 
coding said vdistorted signal, and transmitting 
said' coded signal. 

8. In a secret telecommunicationsystem,'the 
method of utilizing an‘interfering signal-«to Ain 
crease tlie'transmission r'security of a'communi 
cation signal-,comprising thevsteps of vcombining 
said lcommunica-tion signal and said finterfering 
signalto 'provide a >distorted ̀ signal, vand utilizing 
said distorted signal >»to «provide an output sig 
nal having an Yenvelope of uniform amplitude. 

9. In a -secret telecommunication system, ̀ the 
methode-f utilizing an 4interfering signal to in 
crease the transmissionsecurity »of a communi 
cation isi-gna-l comprising'the steps of combining 
said'communication signal `and said'irrterfering 
signal to 'provide'a distorted signal, amplifying 
said distorted signal, randlcontrollingithe ampli 
fication 'gain of said -am‘pliñed di-storted'signal 
`»to provide anoutp-ut signal-having an-envelo'pe 
of uniform amplitude. 

10. In a ¿secret telecommunicationsystem, the 
method of utilizing an interfering signal to» .in 
crease the transmission-security of a 'communi 
cation‘signal comprising the’steps of combining 
said'co'mmunication vsignal and said interfering 
signal to provide a «distorted signal, >and ̀ varying 
the amplitudeao-f saidinterfering‘signal compo 
nent of lsaid combined'signals to îprovide an'out 
put signal havingan'envelope‘of uniform ampli 
tude, the communication signal Vcomponent 'fof 
said voutput signal remaining substantially un 
changed.` ' 

v11. "In a secret 'telecommunication systeimap 
paratus for utilizing an interfering'signal to in 
crease the transmission’security‘of a communica 
tion signal comprising means‘for combining said 
communication signal ' and said ‘interfering signa-l 
to >provi-de Ia "distorted‘signal'having an Venvelope 
of uniform amplitudameans'for codingsai'd-,dis 
torted‘signal, means for transmitting said coded 
signal, Vim'eans 'for receiving "and decoding said 
transmitted'signal‘to derive said distonted'signal, 
means for segregating said interfering Ysignal 
component .from vsaid received idecoded "distorted 
signal, and 'means 'for 'deriving said ’communica 
tion signal. 

‘12. In a'se‘cret telecommunication system, ap 
paratus for utilizing an vinterfering signal to'in 
crease ‘the transmission se'curity'of 'a communica 
tion signal comprising ’means for mixing said 
communication signal and said interfering‘signal, 
means 'for .deriving 4from said mixed ‘signals Va 
distorted signal „having [an renvelope of uniform` 
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amplitude, means for coding said distorted signal, 
means for transmitting said coded distorted sig 
nal, means for receiving and decoding said trans 
mitted signal to derive said distorted signal, 
means for removing said interfering signal com 
ponent of said received decoded distorted signal 
to derive a communication signal having a dis 
torted envelope, and means for restoring the 
original envelope of said received distorted com 
munication signal. 

13. In a secret telecommunication system, ap 
paratus for utilizing an interfering signal to in 
crease the transmission security of a communica 
tion signal comprising a circuit for mixing said 
communication signal and said interfering signal, 
means for compressing said mixed signals to pro 
vide ¿distorted signal having an envelope of uni-_ 
form amplitude, means for codingfsaid distorted 
signal, means for transmitting said coded signal, 
means for receiving and decoding said transmit 
ting signal to derive said distorted signal, means 
for expanding said distorted signal to derive said 
mixed signal, and means for removing said inter 
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fering signal from said mixed signal to derive . 
said communication signal. 

14. A secret telecommunication system includ 
ing a source of communication signals, a source 
of interfering signals of a frequency within the 
frequency band of said communication signals, 
means for rejecting said interfering frequency 
from said communication signals, means for com 
birr'ng said interfering signal with communica 
tion signals lacking said interfering signal fre 
quency component derived from said rejecting 
means, a signal lamplitude compressing circuit 
responsive to said mixedñ signals for deriving a 
distorted signal having an envelope of uniform 
amplitude, means for coding said distorted signal, 
means for transmitting said coded signal, means 
for receiving and decoding said transmitted sig 
nal, means for selecting said interfering signal 
component of said received decoded distorted sig 
nal to derive a control signal, a signal amplitude 
expanding circuit responsive to said received de 
coded distorted signals and to said control signal 
for restoring the original envelope of said com 
bined signals, means for rejecting said interfer 
ing component of said expanded combined sig 
nals, and means for deriving said communication 
signal from said received signal rejecting means. 

15. In a secret telecommunication system in 
cluding a source of communication signals, a 
source of interfering signals of a frequency Witn 
in the frequency band of Said communication 
signals, first filter means for rejecting said inter 
fering frequency from said communication sig 
nals, means for amplitude additively combining 
said interfering signal with communication sig 
nals lacking said interfering signal frequency 
component derived from said filter means, a sig 
nal amplitude compressing circuit comprising a 
variable gain amplifier and a signal detector re 
sponsive to said mixed signals, means for de 
riving control bias potentials from said detector 
for controlling the gain of said amplifier for de 
riving from said ampliñer a distorted signal hav 
ing an envelope of uniform amplitude, means for 
coding said distorted signal, means for trans 
mitting said coded signal, means for receiving and 
decoding said transmitted signal, means for 
selecting said interfering signal component of said 
received decoded distorted signal to derive a con 
trol signa-l, a signal amplitude expanding circuit 
responsive to said received decoded distorted sig 
nals and to said control signal for restoring the 
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12 
original envelope of said combined signal, second 
ñlter means for rejecting said interfering com 
ponent of said expanded combined signals, and 
means for deriving said communication signal 
from said received signal rejecting means. 

16. Apparatus according to claim 15 including 
a wave smoothing network connected to said sig 
nal detector, said network having a time con 
stant of the order of the lowest communication 
signal period. 

i7. In a secret telecommunication transmis 
sion system, apparatus for utilizing an interfer 
ing signal to increase the transmission security 
of a communication signal comprising means for 
mixing said communication signal and said in 
terferingsignal, means for deriving from said 
mixed signals a distorted signal having an en 
velope of uniform amplitude, means for coding 
said distorted signal, and means for transmitting 
said coded distorted signal. 

18. A secret telecommunication transmitter 
system including a source of communication sig 
nals, a source of interfering signals of a frequency 
within the frequency band of said communica 
tion signals, filter means for rejecting said inter 
fering frequency from said communication sig 
nals, means for amplitude additively combining 
said interfering signal With communication sig 
nals lacking said interfering signal frequency 
component derived from said rejecting means, a 
signal amplitude compressing circuit including 
an automatic bias voltage control network and 
a variable gain circuit responsive to said mixed 
signals and to said bias voltage for deriving a 
distorted signal having an envelope of uniform 
amplitude, means for coding said distorted signal, 
and means for transmitting said coded signal. 

19. In a secret telecommunication receiving 
system responsive to a signal transmission source 
including a source of communication signals, a 
source of interfering signals of a frequency With 
in the frequency band of said communication 
signals, means for combining and compressing 
said interfering signal With said communication 
signals for deriving a distorted signal having an 
envelope of uniform amplitude, means for coding 
said distorted signal, and means for transmitting 
said coded signal, the improvement comprising a 
receiver including means for receiving and de 
coding said transmitted signal, means for select 
ing said interfering signal component of said 
received decoded distorted signal to derive a 
control Signal, a signal amplitude expanding cir 
cuit responsive to said received decoded distorted 
signals and to said control signal for restoring 
the original envelope of said combined signals, 
means for rejecting said interfering component 
of said expanded combined signals, and means 
for deriving said communication signal from 
said received signal rejecting means. 

20. In a secret teiecommunication system, ap 
paratus for utilizing an interfering signal to iri 
crease the transmission security of a communi 
cation signal comprising circuit means for com 
bining said communication signal and said inter 
fering signal to provide a distorted signal having 
an envelope of uniform amplitude, means for 
maintaining the amplitude of said communica 
tion signal component of said distorted signal re 
maining substantially unchanged, means for cod 
ing said distorted signal, means for transmitting 
said coded signal, means for receiving and de 
coding said transmitted signal to derive said dis 
torted signal, and means for segregating sai-d 
interfering component from said received decoded 
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distorted signal to derive said communication 
signal. 

21. A secret telecommunication system includ 
ing a source of communication signals, a source 
of interfering signals, a modulator responsive 
to said interfering signals, a mixer circuit re 
sponsive to said communication signals and to 
said interfering signals derived from said modu 
lator, a signal detector responsive to said mixed 
signals for deriving a control potential, means 
for applying said potential to said modulator to 
control the amplitude of said interfering signal 
applied to said mixer circuit to provide a mixed 
signal having an envelope of uniform amplitude, 
means for coding said mixed signal of uniform 
amplitude, means for transmitting said coded 
signal, means for receiving and decoding said 
transmitted signal to derive said uniform ampli 
tude mixed signal, and means for separating said 
interfering signal component from said received 
mixed signal to derive said communication sig 
nal. 

22. A secret telecommunication system includ 
ing a source of communication signals, a source 
of interfering signals, a modulator responsive to 
said interfering signals, a mixer circuit respon 
sive to said communication signals and to said 
interfering signals derived from said modulator, 
a full Wave signal detector responsive to said 
mixed signals for deriving a control potential, 
smoothing filter means for applying said poten 
tial to said modulator to control the amplitude 
of said interfering signal applied to said mixer 
circuit to provide a mixed signal having an en 
velope of uniform amplitude, the amplitude of 
said communication signal component of said 
mixed signals remaining substantially unchanged, 
means for coding said mixed signal of uniform 
amplitude, means for transmitting said coded 
signal, means for receiving and decoding said 
transmitted signal to derive said uniform ampli 
tude mixed signal, and means for separating said 
interfering signal component from said received 
mixed signal to derive said communication signal. 

23. A secret telecommunication system includ 
ing a source of communication signals, a source 
of interfering signals, a balanced modulator re 
sponsive to said interfering signals, a mixer cir 
cuit responsive to said communication signals 
and to said interfering signals derived from said 
balanced modulator, a full Wave signal detector 
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14 
responsive to said mixed signals for deriving a 
control potential, a source of fixed bias potential 
for said balanced modulator, means including 
smoothing ñ1ter,_means for applying said control 
and bias potentials in opposite polarity to said 
balanced modulator to control Within predeter 
mined limits the amplitude of said interfering 
signal applied to said mixer circuit to provide a 
mixed signal having an envelope of uniform am 
plitude, the amplitude of said communication 
signal component of said mixed signals remain 
ing substantially unchanged, means for coding 
said mixed signal of uniform amplitude, means 
for transmitting said coded signal, means for re 
ceiving and decoding said transmitted signal to 
derive said uniform amplitude mixed signal, and 
means for separating said interfering signal com 
ponent from said received mixed signal to derive 
said communication signal. 

24. A secret telecommunication transmitting 
system including a source of communication sig 
nals, a source of interfering signals, a modulator 
responsive to said interfering signals, a mixer 
circuit responsive to said communication signals 
and to said interfering signals derived from said 
modulator, a signal detector responsive to said 
mixed signals for deriving a control potential, a 
source of ñxed bias potential for said balanced 
modulator, means for applying said control and 
bias potentials in opposite polarity to said modu 
lator to control Within predetermined limits the 
amplitude of said interfering signal applied to 
said mixer circuit to provide a mixed signal hav 
ing an envelope of uniform amplitude, the ampli 
tude of said communication signal component 
of said mixed signals remaining substantially 
unchanged, means for coding said mixed sigal of 
uniform amplitude, and means for transmitting 
said coded signal. 

ALDA V. BEDFORD. 
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